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Abstract
This work presents an overview of the most relevant results obtained by the authors regarding
the numerical solution of the Biot’s consolidation problem by preconditioning techniques.
The emphasis here is on the design of parameter-robust preconditioners for the efficient
solution of the algebraic system of equations resulting after proper discretization of such
poroelastic problems. The classical two- and three-field formulations of the problem are con-
sidered, and block preconditioners are presented for some of the discretization schemes that
have been proposed by the authors for these formulations. These discretizations have been
proved to be well-posed with respect to the physical and discretization parameters, what pro-
vides a framework to develop preconditioners that are robust with respect to such parameters
as well. In particular, we construct both norm-equivalent (block diagonal) and field-of-value-
equivalent (block triangular) preconditioners, which are proved to be parameter-robust. The
theoretical results on this parameter-robustness are demonstrated by considering typical
benchmark problems in the literature for Biot’s model.
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1 Introduction

Coupling of fluid flow and mechanical deformation within a porous media is an important
multi-physics problem appearing in many applications in several branches of technology and
natural sciences. Such coupling was already modeled in the early one-dimensional work of
Terzaghi [1], whereas the general three-dimensional mathematical formulation was estab-
lished byMaurice Biot in several pioneering publications (see [2, 3]). Nowadays, geothermal
energy extraction, CO2 storage, hydraulic fracturing or cancer research are among typical
societal relevant applications of this model. In particular, here we consider the quasi–static
Biot’s model for soil consolidation, assuming the porous medium to be linearly elastic,
homogeneous, isotropic, and saturated by a Newtonian fluid. According to Biot’s theory [2],
the consolidation process satisfies a system of partial differential equations (PDEs) which
combines the equations for fluid flow and the elastic deformation of the solid matrix. If we
consider a bounded open subset � ⊂ R

d , d = 2, 3 with regular boundary �, the governing
equations are given as follows,

−div σ ′ + α∇ p = ρg, in�, (1)
∂

∂t

(
1

Mb
p + α div u

)
+ divw = f , in�. (2)

Equation (1) corresponds to the equilibrium equation for the porous medium, which is given
in terms of the effective stress σ ′, and where p is the pore pressure which is multiplied by the
Biot–Willis constant α. The effective stress is related to the strain tensor ε by the constitutive
equation σ ′ = 2με(u) + λ div(u)I being λ and μ the so-called Lamé coefficients, which
can be computed in terms of the Young modulus, E , and the Poisson ratio, ν, as follows:

λ = Eν

(1 − 2ν)(1 + ν)
and μ = E

1 + 2ν
.

Under the assumptions considered here, the strain tensor can be written in terms of the
displacement vector u as follows ε(u) = 1

2 (∇u + ∇ut ). Finally, the right-hand side in (1)
is given as the vector-valued function g, which represents the gravitational force, multiplied
by the bulk density ρ = φρ f + (1 − φ)ρs , where ρs and ρ f are the densities of solid and
fluid phases and φ is the porosity.
The fluid mass conservation equation (2) is written in terms of the variation of fluid content,
being Mb the bulk modulus whose inverse is called storage coefficient and is related to the
compressibility of the fluid, and the percolation velocity of the fluid relative to the soilw. The
source term f represents a forced fluid extraction or injection process. Finally, Darcy’s law

relates the fluid’s fluxw to the fluid’s pressure gradient as followsw = − 1

μ f
K (∇ p−ρ f g),

where K is the absolute permeability tensor of the porous medium and μ f is the viscosity
of the fluid.

All these equations can be combined to obtain different formulations of the poroelasticity
problem, depending on which variables one is interested in. The most widely used are the
two field formulation in which the main variables are the displacement vector and the fluid
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pressure, and the classical three-field formulation which includes also Darcy velocity in order
to guarantee fluidmass conservation. But, of course, there are other different formulations, for
example the three-field formulation in which the solid pressure is included as third variable as
a way to deal with low-compressible or incompressible materials, or the recently introduced
three-field formulation with the total pressure [4] which is a weighted sum of fluid and solid
pressures. In this work, we will focus on the classical two- and three-field formulations, but
the techniques used here can be applied to any of the formulations of the problem.

As we can observe in the system of equations presented above, many physical parameters
are involved in the model, whose values vary for different real application problems. In fact,
it is important to note that the values of some of these parameters may differ over several
orders of magnitude depending on the application under consideration. As an example, the
permeability can typically range from 10−9 to 10−21 m2 in geophysical applications [4, 5],
whereas in biophysical applications such as in the modeling of soft tissue or bone, the values
for this parameter can range from 10−14 to 10−16 m2 [6–8]. Due to this fact, the design
of discretization techniques and solution algorithms that behave well with respect to this
variation of the parameters is a big challenge and it has received a lot of attention during the
last years.

Although finite difference and finite volume methods have been considered for the dis-
cretization of Biot’s model in the literature [9–12], here we focus on the application of finite
element methods. Stable finite-element schemes have been developed for the different for-
mulations of Biot’s model. For the classical two-field formulation, Taylor–Hood elements
which satisfy an appropriate inf-sup condition have been used [13–15], and also appropriate
stabilization techniques have been proposed for unstable finite-element pairs, such as the com-
bination of piecewise linear elements for both variables [16–18]. For the classical three-field
formulation, a non-conforming stable discretization based on Crouzeix–Raviart elements
for displacement, lowest order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec elements for Darcy’s velocity, and
piecewise constants for the pressure was proposed in [19]. In [20] a stabilization by bub-
ble functions was presented to obtain a parameter-robust version of a typically considered
discretization based on piecewise linear elements for displacements, Raviart–Thomas for
Darcy’s velocity and piecewise constants for the pressure. Another parameter-independent
approach can be found in [21], where mixed finite element discretizations that fulfills mass
conservation strongly at a discrete level are considered. In addition, stable discretization
schemes have been proposed for other formulations, as for example, for the three-field for-
mulation including the total pressure [4, 22], or the four-field formulation considering stress
tensor, fluid flux, displacement, and pore-pressure as main variables [23]. More recently, in
[24] the authors deal with conservative discretizations of the four-field formulation of Biot’s
equations utilizing total pressure.

Typical discretizations ofBiot’smodel yield a large-scale sparse linear systemof equations
that has to be solved at each time step. Such linear systems are usually ill-conditioned and
difficult to solve in practice. In fact, the solution of these systems of equations constitutes the
main bottleneck in the numerical simulation of coupled poromechanics problems, which is
mandatory for real applications, and therefore the design of efficient and fast solvers for Biot’s
model has become increasingly popular. Due to the size and the properties of the resulting
systems, the application of iterative solution techniques, instead of direct methods, is usual.
In particular, for the poroelastic problems considered here, there are two typical solution
approaches: iterative coupling methods and fully-coupled or monolithic methods. Whereas
monolithic techniques solve the resulting linear system simultaneously for all the involved
unknowns, iterative coupling methods [25, 26], in contrast, consist of a sequential approach
in which either the fluid flow problem or the geomechanics part is solved first, followed by
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the solution of the other system, repeating this process until a converged solution within a
prescribed tolerance is obtained. These iterative coupling methods have the main advantage
of being able to combine existing software for simulating fluid flow and geomechanics
in order to obtain the solution for the coupled problem. For this reason, the analysis and
application of this type of schemes have received a lot of attention [27–31]. In particular,
in [32, 33] a re-interpretation of the four commonly used sequential splitting methods as
preconditioned-Richardson iterationswith block-triangular preconditioning is presented, and
such analysis indicates that a fully-implicit method outperforms the convergence rate of the
sequential-implicit methods. In the context of monolithic methods, one can develop efficient
preconditioners to accelerate the convergenceofKrylov subspacemethodsor to design special
smoothers within a multigrid framework. Examples of this latter approach can be found in
[34–38], whereas the design of preconditioners for poromechanics has been addressed, for
example, in [4, 9, 39–44], where many of the developed techniques are based on the Schur
complement approach. More recently, the focus of this latter approach has been on the design
of parameter-robust preconditioners [4, 45–48].

Thus, in this work we want to present some of the results obtained by the authors within
this context. In particular, we address the construction of preconditioners for Biot’s model,
which are robust with respect to typical scales in material constants spanning over many
orders of magnitude. This is done for different finite element discretizations of the two clas-
sical formulations of Biot’s model, namely the displacement–pressure two-field formulation
and the three-field formulation including the Darcy’s velocity. For the first one, stabilized
finite element pairs proposed and analyzed by the authors in [16, 17] are considered. For the
three-field formulation, we propose preconditioners for two different discretizations: the non-
conforming scheme given in [19] which is based on Crouzeix–Raviart finite elements for the
displacements, lowest order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec elements for the Darcy velocity, and
piecewise constant approximation for the pressure, and the conforming stabilized schemepro-
posed in [20] which assumes piecewise linear elements for displacements, Raviart–Thomas
finite elements for Darcy’s velocity and piecewise constants for the pressure. With this pur-
pose, we develop robust block preconditioners (e.g. [49, 50]) to accelerate the convergence
of Krylov subspace methods. These preconditioners take advantage of the block structure of
the discrete problem, decoupling the different fields at the preconditioning stage. Such block
preconditioning is primarily attractive due to its simplicity, which allows us to focus on the
character of the diagonal blocks, and to leverage extensive work on solving simpler problems.
For example, algebraic multigrid [51] or auxiliary space decomposition methods [52, 53] can
be considered for efficiently solving such blocks. Since the considered discretizations upon
we build the preconditioners are well-posed with respect to the physical and discretization
parameters, we are able to develop robust block preconditioners that efficiently solve the
linear systems, independently of such parameters as well. Following the general framework
developed in [33, 43, 46, 54, 55], we first consider block diagonal preconditioners (also
known as norm-equivalent preconditioners). Then, we discuss block triangular (upper and
lower) preconditioners following the framework developed in [54, 56, 57] for Field-of-Value
(FOV) equivalent preconditioners. For both cases, we show that the theoretical bounds on
their performance remain independent of the discretization and physical parameters of the
problem.

We present theoretical results that guarantee the parameter robustness of the proposed
preconditioners, but also we present appropriate numerical experiments to illustrate their
robust performance. In particular, we will consider typical benchmark problems that are
used in the literature to analyze the behavior of numerical methods for poromechanics. All
these test problems were implemented in the HAZmath library [58], developed by some
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of the authors, which contains routines for finite elements, multilevel solvers, and graph
algorithms. The numerical tests were performed on a workstation with an 8-core 3 GHz Intel
Xeon “Sandy Bridge” CPU and 32 GB of RAM per core.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general theory in
which is based the design of the proposed block preconditioners. Next, Sect. 3 is divided
into Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 which focus on the two- and three-field formulations of Biot’s model,
respectively. Section 3.1 is composed of four parts: first the formulation of the problem is
presented, followed for two subsectionswith the proposed block diagonal and block triangular
preconditioners respectively, and last a numerical experiment showing the performance of the
proposed solvers for a benchmark problem in the literature. Section 3.2 first introduces the
considered three-field formulation, and then it is divided into Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, dealing
with two different discretizations for such a formulation, and whose structure is the same as
that of Sect. 3.1. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Sect. 4.

2 Block preconditioning

Our aim is to derive uniform block preconditioners for the Biot’s model based on the well-
posedness of the considered discretizations. In order to do this, we will follow the general
theory presented in [54, 55], and both block diagonal and triangular preconditioners will be
developed. In the following, we introduce the general framework in which we will construct
such preconditioners.

Let X be a real, separable Hilbert space equipped the inner product (·, ·)X , which induces
the norm ‖·‖X . Let us denote X ′ as a dual space to X , being 〈·, ·〉 the duality pairing between
them. Then, we can consider an operatorA : X �→ X ′ induced by a symmetric and bounded
bilinear formL(·, ·), that is, 〈Ax, y〉 = L(x, y).We assume that such a bilinear form satisfies
the following continuity and inf-sup conditions:

|L(x, y)| ≤ β‖x‖X‖ y‖X , ∀x, y ∈ X, (3)

inf
x∈X sup

y∈X
L(x, y)

‖x‖X‖ y‖X ≥ γ, (4)

where β, γ > 0. The properties of the bilinear form ensure thatA is a bounded and symmet-
ric operator and that the arising system of equations Ax = b is well-posed. A competitive
way for solving such a system of equations is to employ an iterative method coupled with
a preconditioning technique. More precisely, we look for a preconditioner M such that
MAx = Mb or AMx̂ = b (̂x = M−1x) can be solved in a number of iterations indepen-
dent of the system’s size. We can manage this by choosing a preconditioning matrix which
is equivalent to the system matrix in some sense. Thus, in the next subsections we will con-
sider norm and field-of-values equivalence of matrices, which will provide us convergence
bounds for Krylov subspace methods such as the Minimum Residual method (MINRES) or
the GeneralizedMinimumResidual method (GMRES). In addition, if such equivalences hold
independently of the parameters involved in the problem, wewill obtain a robust convergence
with respect to such parameters. With these assumptions, we will be able to design block
diagonal and block triangular parameter-robust preconditioners for solving systemAx = b .
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2.1 Norm-equivalent preconditioner

Let M : X ′ �→ X be a symmetric positive definite (SPD) operator, which induces an
inner product (x, y)M−1 := 〈M−1x, y〉 on X and the corresponding norm ‖x‖2M−1 :=
(x, x)M−1 . Since MA : X �→ X is symmetric with respect to (·, ·)M−1 , we can use M as
preconditioner for the MINRES algorithm, and it is well-known [59] that the convergence
rate of the preconditioned MINRES satisfies that

‖A(x − xm)‖M ≤ 2ρm‖A(x − x0)‖M, with ρ = κ(MA) − 1

κ(MA) + 1
, (5)

being xm them-th iteration of the preconditionedMINRES, x the exact solution, and κ(MA)

denotes the condition number of MA. Then, we are interested in estimating the condition
number κ(MA) in order to know about the behavior of preconditioner M.

Mardal and Winther [55] showed that, if the well-posedness conditions (3)–(4) hold, and
M satisfies

c1‖x‖2X ≤ ‖x‖2M−1 ≤ c2‖x‖2X , (6)

then, A and M are norm-equivalent and we have the following bound for the condition
number κ(MA) ≤ c2β

c1γ
.

This implies that the convergence rate of the MINRES method preconditioned with M
satisfies ρ ≤ c2β−c1γ

c2β+c1γ
, and therefore, if the original problem is well-posed and the norm-

equivalent inequality (6) is satisfied with constants c1 and c2 independent of the physical and
discretization parameters, then the convergence rate of preconditioned MINRES is uniform,
andM is a parameter-robust preconditioner. Later we will use this approach to design norm-
equivalent preconditioners for the Biot’s model and, as we will see, this will lead to block
diagonal preconditioners.

In practice, a natural choice of norm-equivalent preconditioner is the Riesz operator B :
X ′ �→ X corresponding to the inner product (·, ·)X , that is,

(B f , x)X = 〈 f , x〉, ∀ f ∈ X ′, x ∈ X . (7)

It can be easily seen that B satisfies the norm-equivalent inequality (6) with constants c1 and
c2 equal to one, and then κ(BA) ≤ β

γ
. Thus, if the well-posedness constants β and γ are inde-

pendent on the physical and discretization parameters,Bwill provide a robust preconditioner.

2.2 FOV-equivalent preconditioner

In this section, we study a more general class of preconditioners as the field-of-values-
equivalent (FOV-equivalent) preconditioners are. Let us consider a general operator ML :
X ′ �→ X . ML and A are said to be FOV-equivalent if there exist constants  and ϒ such
that, for any x ∈ X ,

 ≤ (MLAx, x)M−1

(x, x)M−1
,

‖MLAx‖M−1

‖x‖M−1
≤ ϒ. (8)

In general, M : X ′ → X can be any SPD operator, but we will consider M to be a SPD
norm-equivalent preconditioner, and  and ϒ are positive constants such that  ≤ ϒ .
Such an operatorML can be used as a preconditioner for the GeneralizedMinimumResidual
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(GMRES) algorithm, in theway that, from [60, 61], the convergence rate of the preconditioned
GMRES method is given by

‖MLA(x − xm)‖2M−1 ≤
(
1 − 2

ϒ2

)m

‖MLA(x − x0)‖2M−1 , (9)

where xm is the m-th iteration of the GMRES method preconditioned withML and x is the
exact solution.

If constants  and ϒ are independent of the physical and discretization parameters, then
ML is a uniform left preconditioner for GMRES and is referred to as an FOV-equivalent
preconditioner. This approach leads to block lower triangular preconditioners.

Similar arguments also apply to right preconditioners for GMRES, so thatMU : X ′ �→ X
and A, are FOV equivalent if, for any x′ ∈ X ′,

 ≤ (AMU x′, x′)M
(x′, x′)M

,
‖AMU x′‖M

‖x′‖M ≤ ϒ. (10)

In this case, if andϒ are independent of the physical and discretization parameters,MU is
a uniform right preconditioner for GMRES. Such an approach leads to block upper triangular
preconditioners.

Naturally, FOV-equivalent preconditioners can be built based on the Riesz operator and
the FOV-equivalence which can be derived from the well-posedness conditions (3)–(4), as
done for example in [54].

In the next section, we apply the theoretical framework presented here to design appropri-
ate block preconditioners for the chosen discretizations of Biot’s model. We have to take into
account that properweighted norms have to be chosen so that thewell-posedness constants are
robust with respect to the physical and discretization parameters and thus the preconditioners
also maintain this robustness property.

3 Parameter-robust preconditioners for Biot’s model

3.1 Two-field formulation

First, we deal with the classical two-field formulation of Biot’s model (1)–(2), where the
main unknowns are the displacement vector u and the pore pressure p.

Let L2(�) be the Hilbert space of square integrable scalar-valued functions defined on
�, and let H1(�) denote the space of square integrable scalar-valued functions whose first
derivatives are in L2(�), and H1(�) its vector counterpart. We consider appropriate Sobolev
spaces V ⊂ H1(�) and Q ⊂ H1(�), which would include the information about the
imposed boundary conditions, and by applying integration by parts, we obtain the following
variational form:

For each t ∈ (0, T ], find (u(t), p(t)) ∈ V × Q, such that

a(u, v) − α(div v, p) = (ρg, v), ∀v ∈ V , (11)

− 1

Mb

(
∂ p

∂t
q

)
− α

(
div

∂u
∂t

, q

)
− ap(p, q) = ( f , q), ∀q ∈ Q, (12)

where bilinear forms a(·, ·) and ap(·, ·) are given as follows:

a(u, v) = 2μ
∫

�

ε(u) : ε(v) + λ

∫
�

div u div v,
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ap(p, q) =
∫

�

K
μ f

∇ p · ∇q,

(·, ·) denotes the standard inner product on L2(�), and the problem is completedwith suitable
initial conditions.

In the rest of the section, we neglect the first term in the flow equation, assuming that the
fluid is incompressible, since this results in the most challenging case.

Discretization
In order to introduce the finite element spatial discretization, we consider finite dimensional
spaces V h ⊂ V and Qh ⊂ Q. In particular, here we consider two stabilized discretizations
for the two-field formulation of Biot’s model proposed in [16, 17]. For the first one, V h = V l

is the space of piece-wise (with respect to a triangulation Th) linear continuous vector-valued
functions on� and Qh consists of piece-wise linear continuous scalar valued functions. This
finite element pair is referred as the P1-P1 scheme. The second considered discretization is
the so-called MINI element, introduced in [62], where Qh is as before and V h = V l ⊕ V b,
being V b the so-called space of bubble functions defined as

V b = span{ϕb,T e1, . . . , ϕb,T ed}T∈Th , ϕb,T = αT λ1,T . . . λd+1,T ,

where λm,T are the barycentric coordinates on T , e j are the canonical Euclidean basis vectors
inRd andαT is a normalizing constant forϕb,T . Both finite element pairs have to be stabilized.
The P1–P1 scheme needs a stabilization term to satisfy a uniform inf-sup condition, whereas
both discretizations need such an stabilization for eliminating non-physical oscillations of the
pressure approximation seen in practice [16]. Taking this into account, and using an implicit
Euler scheme for time discretization on a time interval (0, tmax ] with constant time-step size
τ , the fully discretized scheme at time tn , n = 1, 2, . . . is as follows:
Find unh ∈ Vh and pnh ∈ Qh , such that,

a(unh, vh) − α(div vh, p
n
h ) = (g(tn), vh), ∀vh ∈ V h, (13)

− α(div ∂̄tunh, qh) − ap(p
n
h , qh) − ηh2(∇ ∂̄t p

n
h ,∇qh) = ( f (tn), qh), ∀qh ∈ Qh, (14)

where ∂̄tunh := (unh − un−1
h )/τ , ∂̄t pnh := (pnh − pn−1

h )/τ , and η represents the stabilization
parameter.

At each time step, the resulting discrete problem can be written as the following two-by-
two block linear system:

Ax = b, A =
(
Au αBT

αB −τ Ap − ηh2L p

)
, x =

(
u
p

)
, and b =

(
f u
f p

)
, (15)

where a(u, v) → Au, −(div u, q) → B, ap(p, q) → Ap , and (∇ p,∇q) → L p represent
the discrete versions of the variational forms.

Our target is to design block diagonal and triangular preconditioners for the solution of
this discrete problem. In order to do that, as previously mentioned, we follow the frame-
work proposed in [54, 55], which is based on the well-posedness of the discretized linear
system at each time step. This well-posedness was already proved in [17]. In order to obtain
parameter-robust preconditioners, however, we need to prove this well-posedness of the lin-
ear system (15), making special emphasis on the independence of the constant arising from
the analysis with respect to any physical and discretization parameters.
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With this purpose, the key is to define a proper weighted norm on X = V h × Qh as
follows. For x = (u, p)T , let us define,

‖x‖2X := ‖u‖2Au
+ τ‖p‖2Ap

+ ηh2‖p‖2L p
+ α2

ζ 2 ‖p‖2, (16)

where ‖u‖2Au
:= a(u, u), ‖p‖2Ap

:= ap(p, p), ‖p‖2L p
:= (∇ p,∇ p), ζ =

√
λ + 2μ

d , ‖ · ‖ is

the standard L2−norm, and d = 2 or 3 is the dimension of the problem.
Next, we define the following composite bilinear form,

L(x, y) = (Auu, v) + α(Bv, p) + α(Bu, q) − τ(μ−1
f K∇ p,∇q) − ηh2(∇ p,∇q), (17)

for x = (u, p) and y = (v, q), and the well-posedness of problem (13)–(14) is demonstrated
by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The bilinear form L(x, y) given in (17) satisfies the continuity and inf-sup
conditions (3)–(4) with constants γ and β independent of the physical and discretization
parameters, and A defined in (15) is therefore an isomorphism from X to X ′ provided that

the stabilization parameter, η, satisfies η = δ α2

ζ 2
with δ > 0.

Proof Due to our choice of finite element spaces X = V h × Qh , we have the following
inf-sup condition (see [63]),

sup
v∈V h

(div v, q)

‖v‖1 ≥ γ 0
B‖q‖ − ξ0h‖∇q‖, ∀ q ∈ Qh, (18)

where γ 0
B > 0 and ξ0 ≥ 0 are constants that do not depend on the mesh size (notice that if we

use theMINI element, then ξ0 = 0). From the definition of ζ , it holds that‖v‖Au ≤ √
dζ‖v‖1,

and therefore we can reformulate the inf-sup condition, (18), as follows,

sup
v∈V h

(Bv, q)

‖v‖Au

≥ sup
v∈V h

(Bv, q)√
dζ‖v‖1

≥ γ 0
B√
dζ

‖q‖ − ξ0√
dζ

h‖∇q‖ =: γB

ζ
‖q‖ − ξ

ζ
h‖∇q‖,

(19)

where γB := γ 0
B/

√
d and ξ = ξ0/

√
d .

Based on the inf-sup conditions (18) and (19), for any p, there exists w ∈ V h such that

(Bw, p) ≥
(

γB
ζ

‖p‖ − ξ
ζ
h‖∇ p‖

)
‖w‖Au and, without loss of generality, we may assume

‖w‖Au = ‖p‖, and then we have,

(Bw, p) ≥
(

γB

ζ
‖p‖ − ξ

ζ
h‖∇ p‖

)
‖p‖. (20)

For a given pair (u, p) ∈ V h×Qh andw defined as above, we choose v = u+θw, θ = ϑ
γBα
ζ

and q = −p and using the facts above, we have,

L(x, y) =(Auu, u+θw)+α(B(u + θw), p)−α(Bu, p)+τ(K∇ p,∇ p)+ηh2(∇ p,∇ p)

≥ ‖u‖2Au
− ϑ‖u‖Au

γBα

ζ
‖p‖ + ϑ

γ 2
Bα2

ζ 2 ‖p‖2 − ϑ
γBα2

ζ 2 ξh‖∇ p‖‖p‖

+ τ‖p‖2Ap
+ δ

ξ2

α2

ζ 2 ξ2h2‖∇ p‖2
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≥

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

‖u‖Au

γBα
ζ

‖p‖
α
ζ
ξh‖∇ p‖

√
τ‖p‖Ap

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

T ⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 −ϑ/2 0 0

−ϑ/2 ϑ −ϑ/2 0

0 −ϑ/2 δ/ξ2 0

0 0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

‖u‖Au

γBα
ζ

‖p‖
α
ζ
ξh‖∇ p‖

√
τ‖p‖Ap

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

If 0 < ϑ < min{2, 2δ
ξ2

}, the matrix in the middle is SPD and there exists γ0 such that

L(x, y) ≥ γ0

(
‖u‖2Au

+ γ 2
Bα2

ζ 2 ‖p‖2 + α2

ζ 2 ξ2h2‖∇ p‖2 + τ‖p‖2Ap

)
≥ γ̃ ‖x‖2X ,

where γ̃ = γ0 min{γ 2
B , ξ2/δ}. Since, it is straightforward to verify also that ‖(v, q)‖2X ≤

γ̄ 2‖(u, p)‖2X , then L satisfies the inf-sup condition (4) with γ = γ̃ /γ̄ . The boundedness of
L, that is (3), is obtained by the continuity of each term and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.

��

Norm-equivalent preconditioners
Once we have proved that the well-posedness condition (4) holds, we look for SPD operators
that satisfy the norm-equivalence inequality (6). Asmentioned in Sect. 2.1, one natural choice
is the Riesz operator, which for the two-field stabilized discretization and the norm ‖ · ‖X
defined in (16) is given as follows:

BD =
(
Au 0

0 τ Ap + ηh2L p + α2

ζ 2
M

)−1

, (21)

where M is the mass matrix of the pressure block.
In practice, applying preconditioner BD implies inverting the diagonal blocks exactly,

which can be expensive and sometimes infeasible. Thus, we consider the following inexact
preconditioner:

B̂D =
(
Su 0
0 Sp

)
,

where the diagonal blocks Su and Sp are SPD and spectrally equivalent to the diagonal blocks
in BD , that is,

c1,u(Suu, u) ≤ (A−1
u u, u) ≤ c2,u(Suu, u), (22)

c1,p(Sp p, p) ≤
((

τ Ap + ηh2L p + α2

ζ 2 M

)−1

p, p

)
≤ c2,p(Sp p, p), (23)

being the involved constants independent of discretization and physical parameters.
B̂D andA are norm-equivalent andwe can estimate the condition number κ(B̂DA) = O(1)

by Theorem 1.

FOV-equivalent preconditioners
For a more general approach, we propose now block triangular preconditioners for the sta-

bilized system given in (15), following the FOV-equivalent framework presented in Sect. 2.2.
For simplicity in the analysis, we slightly modify the systemmatrixA by negating the second
equation, but still denote it by A.
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First, we consider the following block lower triangular preconditioner:

BL =
(

Au 0

−αB τ Ap + ηh2L p + α2

ζ 2
M

)−1

, (24)

and we need to show that the FOV-equivalence in (8) is satisfied.

Theorem 2 There exist constants andϒ , independent of discretization or physical param-
eters, such that, for any x = (u, p)T �= 0,

 ≤ (BLAx, x)(BD)−1

(x, x)(BD)−1
,

‖BLAx‖(BD)−1

‖x‖(BD)−1
≤ ϒ,

provided that η = δ α2

ζ 2
with δ > 0.

Proof By direct computation first, and applying the reformulated inf-sup condition given
in (19) secondly,

(BLAx, x)(BD)−1 = (u, u)Au + α(BT p, u) + τ(p, p)Ap

+ ηh2(L p p, p) + α2(BA−1
u BT p, p)

≥ 0

(
‖u‖2Au

+ τ‖p‖2Ap
+ ηh2‖p‖2L p

+ α2‖BT p‖2
A−1
u

)

≥ 0

[
‖u‖2Au

+ τ‖p‖2Ap
+ ηh2‖p‖2L p

+ α2
(

γB

ζ
‖p‖ − ξ

ζ
h‖∇ p‖

)2
]

.

By choosing 1
1+δ/ξ2

< θ < 1, and taking into account that η = δ α2

ζ 2
with δ > 0, we can

obtain the lower bound in the theorem:

(BLAx, x)(BD)−1 ≥ 0

[
‖u‖2Au

+ τ‖p‖2Ap

+(1 − θ)
γ 2
Bα2

ζ 2 ‖p‖2 +
(
1 + δ

ξ2
− 1

θ

)
α2

ζ 2 ξ2h2‖∇ p‖2
]

≥ 01

(
‖u‖2Au

+ τ‖p‖2Ap
+ ηh2‖p‖2L p

+ α2

ζ 2 ‖p‖2
)

=: (x, x)(BD)−1 ,

where 1 := min{1, (1 − θ)γ 2
B ,

(
1 + δ

ξ2
− 1

θ

)
ξ2

δ
}. The upper bound ϒ can be obtained

directly from the continuity of each term, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the fact that
‖BT p‖A−1

u
≤ 1

ζ
‖p‖. To show the last inequality we use the identity ‖z‖Au = (y,z)Au‖y‖Au . We

then have

‖BT p‖A−1
u

=
√(

A−1
u BT p, BT p

)
=

√(
A−1
u BT p, A−1

u BT p
)
Au

= ‖A−1
u BT p‖Au = sup

v

(
v, A−1

u BT p
)
Au

‖v‖Au

= sup
v

(Bv, p)

‖v‖Au

≤ ‖p‖ sup
v

‖Bv‖L2

‖v‖Au

. (25)
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Since by definition we have that ‖v‖2Au
= 2μ‖ε(v)‖2

L2 + λ‖Bv‖2
L2 and also the spatial

dimension satisfies d ≥ 1, it is evident that

2μ

d
‖Bv‖2L2 = 2μ

d
‖ε11(v) + · · · + εdd(v)‖2L2

≤ 2μ
(‖ε11(v)‖2L2 + · · · + ‖εdd(v)‖2L2

) ≤ 2μ ‖ε(v)‖2L2 .

(26)

Therefore, we obtain

ζ 2‖Bv‖2L2 =
(
2μ

d
+ λ

)
‖Bv‖2L2

≤ 2μ ‖ε(v)‖2L2 + λ‖Bv‖2L2 = ‖v‖2Au
.

(27)

Taking square root and a supremum over v shows that supv
‖Bv‖L2‖v‖Au ≤ 1

ζ
. ��

The inexact counterpart of (24) is also considered,

B̂L =
(
S−1
u 0

−αB S−1
p

)−1

, (28)

where Su and Sp satisfy the spectrally equivalences (22) and (23). Then, similarly, we can
show that B̂L is also FOV-equivalent with A and, therefore, it can be used as preconditioner
for GMRES. Due to the fact that the proofs are similar, we only state the results here. The
next theorem is easily seen to be analogous to [64, Theorem 4.4].

Theorem 3 If‖I−SuAu‖Au ≤ ρ with0 ≤ ρ < 1, there exist constants andϒ , independent
of discretization and physical parameters, such that, for any x = (u, p)T �= 0, it holds that

 ≤ (B̂LAx, x)(B̂D)−1

(x, x)(B̂D)−1
,

‖B̂LAx‖(B̂D)−1

‖x‖(B̂D)−1
≤ ϒ,

provided that η = δ α2

ζ 2
with δ > 0.

In a similar way, we can construct block upper triangular preconditioners, both exact and
inexact versions,

BU =
(
Au αBT

0 τ Ap + ηh2L p + α2

ζ 2
M

)−1

and B̂U =
(
S−1
u αBT

0 S−1
p

)−1

, (29)

and we can prove the FOV-equivalence (10), so that they give rise to uniform right precon-
ditioners for GMRES.

Numerical experiment: 3D footing problem
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed preconditioners, we consider a clas-
sical benchmark in the literature, that is, a 3D footing problem (see for example [34]).
The computational domain, depicted in the left side of Fig. 1, is a three dimensional cube
� = (−32, 32) × (−32, 32) × (0, 64) that represents a block of porous soil, on which a
uniform load of intensity 0.1 N/m2 is applied in a square of size 32 × 32 m2 at the middle
of the top of the domain. The base of the domain is fixed in all directions, and the remaining
boundary is considered to be stress free. A no-flow boundary condition is applied at the
compression zone, and the remaining boundary is assumed to be free to drain.
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Fig. 1 Computational domain and boundary conditions on the left picture, and example of the deformation
obtained after applying the uniform load on the right picture

For the simulations we consider the stabilized P1-P1 scheme, which has been imple-
mented in the HAZmath library [58]. As an example of the solution of this benchmark,
we show in the right side of Fig. 1 the deformation obtained after applying the uniform
load.

Regarding the considered material properties, in this numerical experiment, we fix the
Young’s modulus E = 3 × 104 N/m2, whereas the Poisson’s ratio ν and the permeability K
will be varied in some of the experiments. We will consider a diagonal permeability tensor
K = K I , with K constant.

We start by analyzing the performance of the proposed preconditioners with respect to
the discretization parameters, so that we consider different values of the mesh size h and
the time step size τ . In particular, h will vary from 1/4 to 1/32, whereas τ will range
from 0.0001 to 0.1. The physical parameters are considered fixed as K = 10−6 m2 and
ν = 0.2.

We consider flexibleGMRES as the outer iterationwith a relative residual stopping criteria
of 10−6, which is preconditioned with the block diagonal and triangular proposed precon-
ditioners BD , BL , BU , as well as, with their inexact counterparts B̂D , B̂L , B̂U . When these
latter are considered, the diagonal blocks are solved inexactly by preconditioned GMRES
with a tolerance of 10−2. In Table 1, we show the number of GMRES iterations needed to
fulfill the stopping criterion, and we can observe that the proposed preconditioners are robust
with respect to the discretization parameters h and τ .

Next,we investigate the robustness of the blockpreconditionerswith respect to the physical
parameters K and ν. Thus,wefix themesh size as h = 1/16 and the time step size as τ = 0.01,
and vary the values of the permeability K and the Poisson’s ratio ν. In Table 2, we show the
number of GMRES iterations needed to achieve the stopping criterion, for the different exact
and inexact preconditioners. The results corresponding to the variation of the permeability
are shown on the left part of the table, where K varies from 1 to 10−10 while ν is fixed as 0.2.
On the right part of the table, we fix K = 10−6 and we consider different values of ν from
0.1 to 0.499, which already is close to the incompressible material case. From the iteration
counts in the table, we can see that the proposed preconditioners are also quite robust with
respect to the physical parameters.
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Table 1 Two-field stabilized
P1-P1 scheme: iteration counts
for the block preconditioners for
different values of the
discretization parameters (∗
means the direct method for
solving diagonal blocks is out of
memory)

BD BL BU

τ /h 1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

0.1 7 7 8 * 5 5 6 * 4 4 4 *

0.01 7 7 8 * 5 5 6 * 4 4 5 *

0.001 7 7 8 * 5 5 6 * 5 5 6 *

0.0001 7 7 8 * 5 5 6 * 5 5 6 *

B̂D B̂L B̂U

τ /h 1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
4

1
8

1
16

1
32

0.1 8 8 9 9 6 6 8 8 6 6 8 8

0.01 8 8 9 9 6 6 8 8 6 6 8 8

0.001 8 8 9 9 6 6 8 8 6 6 8 8

0.0001 8 8 9 9 7 6 8 8 6 7 8 8

Table 2 Two-field stabilized P1-P1 scheme: iteration counts when varying physical parameters K or ν

ν = 0.2 and varying K K = 10−6 and varying ν

1 10−2 10−4 10−6 10−8 10−10 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.45 0.49 0.499

BD 4 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 11 11 12 12

BL 2 5 6 6 6 6 5 6 8 8 8 9

BU 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 6 6 5 4

B̂D 5 8 9 9 9 9 8 9 12 13 14 13

B̂L 5 7 8 8 8 8 7 8 11 11 12 12

B̂U 5 7 8 8 9 8 7 8 7 8 17 11

3.2 Three-field formulation

In many of the applications where the coupling of fluid flow and mechanical deformation
within a porous media is important, the flow of the fluid through the medium is of primary
interest. Although from the reduced displacement–pressure formulation the fluid flux can be
recovered, a natural approach is to introduce this value as a primary variable instead, so thatwe
deal with the classical three-field formulation of the Biot’s model. The incorporation of this
extra unknown can be seen as a disadvantage against the two-field formulation, regarding the
computational cost, but there appear other advantages of this approach. The direct calculation
of the fluid flux, instead of its calculation by post-processing allows a higher order of accuracy
in its computation, and in addition, the mass conservation for the fluid phase is ensured by
using continuous elements for the fluid flux variable.

Since the three-field formulation considered here has the displacement u, the pore pressure
p and the Darcy’s velocity w as primary unknowns, let us define proper Sobolev spaces
V ⊂ H1(�), Q ⊂ H1(�) and W ⊂ H(div,�), where H(div,�) contains the square
integrable vector-valued functions with square integrable divergence. Then, the variational
formulation for Biot’s three-field consolidation model reads:

For each t ∈ (0, T ], find (u(t), p(t),w(t)) ∈ V × Q × W such that

a(u, v) − α(p, div v) = (ρg, v), ∀ v ∈ V , (30)
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1

Mb

(
∂ p

∂t
, q

)
+ α

(
div

∂u
∂t

, q

)
+ (divw, q) = ( f , q), ∀ q ∈ Q, (31)

(K−1μ f w, r) − (p, div r) = (ρ f g, r), ∀ r ∈ W , (32)

where a(u, v) corresponds to the bilinear form representing linear elasticity, already intro-
duced in Sect. 3.1.

In order to consider the finite element approximation of problem (30)–(32), given a par-
tition of the domain � into d-dimensional simplices, Th , we associate a triple of piecewise
polynomial, finite-dimensional spaces,

V h ⊂ V , Qh ⊂ Q, Wh ⊂ W . (33)

By using backward Euler as a time discretization on a time interval (0, T ] with constant
time-step size τ , the discrete scheme corresponding to the three-field formulation (30)–(32)
reads:

Find (umh , pmh ,wm
h ) ∈ V h × Qh × Wh such that

a(umh , vh) − α(pmh , div vh) = (ρg, vh), ∀ vh ∈ V h, (34)
1

Mb

(
pmh , qh

) + α
(
div umh , qh

) + τ(divwm
h , qh) = ( f̃ , qh), ∀ qh ∈ Qh, (35)

τ(K−1μ f w
m
h , rh) − τ(pmh , div rh) = τ(ρ f g, rh), ∀ rh ∈ Wh, (36)

where ( f̃ , qh) = τ( f , qh) + 1
Mb

(
pm−1
h , qh

)
+

(
α div um−1

h , qh
)
, and (umh , pmh ,wm

h ) is an

approximation to (u(·, tm), p(·, tm),w(·, tm)) , at time tm = mτ, m = 1, 2, . . . . Note that
the last equation has been scaled by τ for symmetry.

Moreover, this discrete variational form can be represented in block matrix form,

A

⎛
⎝ uh

ph
wh

⎞
⎠ = b, with A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Au αBT
u 0

−αBu
1
Mb

Mp −τ Bw

0 τ BT
w τMw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (37)

where u, p, andw are the unknown vectors for the displacement, the pressure, and the Darcy
velocity, respectively. The blocks in the definition of matrix A correspond to the following
bilinear forms:

a(uh, vh) → Au, −(div uh, qh) → Bu,

−(divwh, qh) → Bw, (K−1μ f wh, rh) → Mw, (ph, qh) → Mp.

3.2.1 Stabilized P1−RT−P0

Due to its application to existing reservoir engineering simulators, one of the most frequently
considered schemes for Biot’s model is a three-field formulation based on piecewise linear
elements for displacements, Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec elements for the fluid flux, and piece-
wise constants for the pressure, that is, the so-called P1–RT–P0 scheme. This finite element
scheme, however, does not satisfy an inf-sup condition uniformly with respect to the physical
parameters of the problem, and therefore, in [20] we proposed a stabilization of this popular
element which gives rise to uniform error bounds, which is the discretization that we consider
here.
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More specifically, to discretize displacements we choose a piecewise linear continuous
finite-element space, V h,1, enriched with edge/face (2D/3D) bubble functions, V b, that is
V h = V h,1⊕V b (see [65, pp. 145–149]), forDarcy’s velocityWh is the lowest orderRaviart–
Thomas–Nédélec space (RT0), that is,Wh = {wh ∈ W | wh |T= a+ηx, a ∈ R

d , ∀T ∈ Th},
and we use a piecewise constant space (P0) for Qh in order to approximate the pressure field.
Thus, any uh ∈ V h can be written as uh = ulh + ubh , with ulh ∈ V h,1 and ubh ∈ V b, and we
can rewrite system (37) as follows,

A

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

ubh
ulh
ph

wh

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ = b, with A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Abb Abl αBT
b 0

AT
bl All αBT

l 0

−αBb −αBl
1
Mb

Mp −τ Bw

0 0 τ BT
w τMw

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (38)

where ub, ul , p, and w are the unknown vectors for the bubble components of the displace-
ment, the piecewise linear components of the displacement, the pressure, and the Darcy
velocity, respectively. New blocks in the definition of matrix A correspond to the following
bilinear forms:

a(ubh, v
b
h) → Abb, a(ulh, v

b
h) → Abl , a(ulh, v

l
h) → All ,

−(div ubh, qh) → Bb, −(div ulh, qh) → Bl ,

and are related to those in (37) by Au =
(
Abb Abl

Alb All

)
and Bu = (

Bb Bl
)
.

Thewell-posedness of the discretized systemprovides a convenient frameworkwithwhich
to construct block preconditioners, and in order to obtain parameter-robust preconditioners,
such well-posedness property must hold independently to the discretization and physical
parameters. In order to demonstrate such a uniform stability of the discrete system, we
introduce the following weighted norm, for x = (u, p,w)T ∈ X = V h × Qh × Wh ,

|||x||| :=
[
‖u‖2Au

+ c−1
p ‖p‖2Mp

+ τ‖w‖2Mw
+ τ 2cp‖Bww‖2

M−1
p

]1/2
, (39)

where cp :=
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
with ζ := √

λ + 2μ/d as before, and d = 2 or 3 is the dimension

of the problem. Next, for x = (u, p,w), y = (v, q, r), we introduce the following composite
bilinear form

L(x, y) := a(u, v) − (α p, div v) + τ(K−1μ f w, r) − τ(p, div r)

−
(

1

Mb
p, q

)
− (α div u, q) − τ(divw, q). (40)

Then, in [20], it was shown that under certain conditions (referred to as Stokes–Biot stability
[20, Def. 3.1]) on the space X , the block matrix form A defined in (38) is well-posed with
respect to the weighted norm (39).

Theorem 4 If the triple (V h,Wh, Qh) is Stokes–Biot stable, that is,

• a(u, v) ≤ CV ‖u‖1‖v‖1, for all u, v ∈ V h,
• a(u, v) ≥ αV ‖u‖21, for all u ∈ V h,
• The pair of spaces (Wh, Qh) is Poisson stable, i.e., it satisfies stability and continuity

conditions required by the mixed discretization of the Poisson equation,
• The pair of spaces (V h, Qh) is Stokes stable,
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then, it is fulfilled that L(·, ·) is continuous with respect to |||·|||, and the following inf-sup
condition holds,

inf
0 �=x∈X sup

0 �= y∈X
L(x, y)
|||x|||||| y||| ≥ γ, (41)

where the constants involved are independent of mesh size h, time step size τ , and the physical
parameters.

Proof The proof follows directly from Case I in the proof found in [21, Theorem 6], although
the weighted norm used here is slightly different from the norm used in [21]. ��

Next, we use the well-posedness property to develop block preconditioners for A. Fol-
lowing the general framework previously introduced, we first consider block diagonal
preconditioners (norm-equivalent preconditioners) and then we discuss block triangular
(upper and lower) preconditioners following the framework developed for Field-of-Value
(FOV) equivalent preconditioners. For both cases, the theoretical bounds on their perfor-
mance remain independent of the discretization and physical parameters of the problem.

Norm-equivalent preconditioners
Since system (38) satisfies inf-sup condition (41), based on the framework proposed in
Sect. 2.1, a natural choice for a norm-equivalent preconditioner is the Riesz operator with
respect to the inner product corresponding to weighted norm (39), that is,

BD =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Au 0 0

0
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)
Mp 0

0 0 τMw + τ 2
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
Aw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−1

, (42)

where Aw := BT
w M−1

p Bw .
In order to avoid the need of inverting exactly the diagonal blocks, we also propose the

following inexact preconditioner,

B̂D =
⎛
⎝ Su 0 0

0 Sp 0
0 0 Sw

⎞
⎠ . (43)

which is obtained by replacing the diagonal blocks in (42) by their spectrally-equivalent
symmetric and positive definite approximations, Su, Sp and Sw, satisfying that

c1,u(Suu, u) ≤ (A−1
u u, u) ≤ c2,u(Suu, u), (44)

c1,p(Sp p, p) ≤
((

α2

ζ 2 + 1

Mb

)−1

M−1
p p, p

)
≤ c2,p(Sp p, p), (45)

c1,w(Sww,w)≤
⎛
⎝
(

τMw + τ 2
(

α2

ζ 2 + 1

Mb

)−1

Aw

)−1

w,w

⎞
⎠≤c2,w(Sww,w), (46)

where the involved constants c1,u, c1,p, c1,w, c2,u, c2,p, and c2,w are independent of dis-
cretization and physical parameters.

In practice, naturally Su can be defined by standard multigrid methods, and Sp is obtained

by a diagonal scaling such that Sp =
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
M−1

p since when using P0 elements
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Mp results to be diagonal. The choice of Sw, however, may require special attention since

for large values of τ matrix τMw + τ 2
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
Aw is numerically close to singular

and then special preconditioners are needed. In particular, Sw can be defined by either an
HX-preconditioner (Auxiliary Space Preconditioner) [53, 66] or multigrid with special block
smoothers [52].

FOV-equivalent preconditioners
Following the FOV-equivalent framework previously introduced in Sect. 2.2, next, we
consider more general preconditioners. In particular, block triangular preconditioners are
designed for the linear system given in (38).

We first consider the block lower triangular preconditioner,

BL =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Au 0 0

−αBu

(
α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)
Mp 0

0 τ BT
w τMw + τ 2

(
α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
Aw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−1

, (47)

for which we can prove the FOV-equivalence property in (8), that is,

Theorem 5 Assuming a shape regular mesh and the discretization described above, there
exist constants  and ϒ , independent of discretization and physical parameters, such that,
for any x = (u, p,w)T �= 0,

 ≤ (BLAx, x)(BD)−1

(x, x)(BD)−1
,

‖BLAx‖(BD)−1

‖x‖(BD)−1
≤ ϒ.

Analogously to the two-field formulation case, we also consider an inexact approach to
the lower triangular preconditioner given as follows,

B̂L =
⎛
⎝ S−1

u 0 0
−αBu S−1

p 0
0 τ BT

w S−1
w

⎞
⎠

−1

, (48)

where Su, Sp and Sw , satisfy the spectral equivalence relations (44)–(46) and can be chosen
in practice as we have specified in the previous section. Thus, BL also satisfies the FOV-
equivalence property, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 6 If ‖I −Su Au‖Au ≤ ρ ≤ 0.2228, and Sp =
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
M−1

p , then there exists

constants  and ϒ , independent of discretization and physical parameters, such that, for
any x = (u, p,w)T �= 0,

 ≤
(
B̂LAx, x

)
(B̂D)−1

(x, x)(B̂D)−1
,

‖B̂LAx‖(B̂D)−1

‖x‖(B̂D)−1
≤ ϒ.

The proofs of the above two theorems turn out to be a special case of some of the proofs
included in [47], and thus are omitted here. With these results, we can use the theoreti-
cal framework introduced in Sect. 2.2 and then BL and B̂L result to be parameter-robust
preconditioners for the GMRES method.
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Fig. 2 2D physical and
computational domain for
Mandel’s problem

Similar arguments can also be applied for the design of block upper triangular precondi-
tioners, so that we can consider

BU =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Au αBT
u 0

0
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)
Mp −τ Bw

0 v0 τMw + τ 2
(

α2

ζ 2
+ 1

Mb

)−1
Aw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−1

, (49)

and the corresponding inexact preconditioner,

B̂U =
⎛
⎝ S−1

u αBT
u 0

0 S−1
p −τ Bw

0 0 S−1
w

⎞
⎠

−1

. (50)

Analogous theorems to Theorems 5 and 6 can be stated, so that the FOV-equivalence property
forBU and B̂U canbeproved, giving rise to parameter robustness for the blockupper triangular
preconditioners.

Numerical experiment: Mandel’s problem
We considerMandel’s problem in two-dimensions, which models an infinitely long saturated
porous slab sandwiched between a top and bottom rigid frictionless plate. At time t = 0,
each plate is loaded with a constant vertical force of magnitude 2F per unit length as shown
in Fig. 2.

This problem is an important benchmarking tool as the analytical solution is known [67],
and therefore, it has beenwidely used in the literature to test numericalmethods for poroelastic
problems. The analytical solution for pressure is given by

p(x, y, t) = 2p0

∞∑
n=1

sin αn

αn − sin αn cosαn

(
cos

αnx

a
− cosαn

)
exp

(−α2
nct

a2

)
, (51)

where p0 = 1
3a B(1 + νu)F , B = 1 is the Skempton’s coefficient, νu = 3ν+B(1−2ν)

3−B(1−2ν)
is the

undrained Poisson ratio, c is the consolidation coefficient given by c = K (λ + 2μ), and αn

are the positive roots to the nonlinear equation,

tan αn = 1 − ν

νu − ν
αn .

Due to symmetry of the problem we only need to solve in the top right quadrant, defined
as � = (0, 1) × (0, 1). We cover � with a uniform triangular grid by dividing an N × N
uniform square grid into right triangles, where the mesh spacing is defined by h = 1

N . For the
material properties, μ f = 1, α = 1, and Mb = 106, the Lamé coefficients are computed in
terms of the Young’s modulus, which is fixed to be E = 104, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν. This
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Table 3 Three-field stabilizedP1−RT−P0 scheme: iteration counts for the block preconditionerswith varying
discretization parameters

BD BL BU

τ /h 1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

0.1 39 40 40 40 38 19 19 18 17 17 19 19 19 18 17

0.01 26 34 39 39 38 15 18 19 18 17 14 17 18 18 17

0.001 23 23 28 34 37 11 12 15 17 18 10 11 14 17 17

0.0001 21 21 21 21 21 11 10 10 13 15 8 9 9 12 14

B̂D B̂L B̂U

τ /h 1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
128

0.1 39 40 40 40 36 19 20 19 19 18 19 19 19 18 20

0.01 26 34 39 39 38 15 18 19 19 18 14 17 18 18 17

0.001 23 23 23 34 37 11 13 15 17 18 10 12 15 17 17

0.0001 21 22 21 23 29 11 11 11 13 15 9 9 10 12 15

latter, as well as the permeability tensor, K , will be varied in order to show the robustness
of the proposed preconditioners with respect to the physical parameters. In all test cases, we
consider a diagonal permeability tensor K = K I , with constant K .

Next, we test the performance of the proposed block preconditioners, BD , BL , BU , B̂D ,
B̂L , and B̂U , with respect to discretization and physical parameters. For each test we use
flexible GMRES to solve the linear system obtained from the bubble-enriched P1−RT0−P0

discretization. A stopping tolerance of 10−8 was used for the relative residual of the linear
system, measured relative to the norm of the right hand side. The exact solves for the blocks
in BD , BL , and BU are done using the UMFPACK library [68–71]. For the inexact precon-
ditioners, Su is inverted using GMRES preconditioned with unsmoothed aggregation AMG
in a V-cycle, solved to a relative residual tolerance of 10−3, the Sw block is solved using an
auxiliary space preconditioned GMRES to a relative residual tolerance of 10−3 [52, 53, 66],
and the action of Sp is directly computed, since using a piecewise constant finite-element
space for pressure results in a diagonal matrix for Mp .

First, we study the robustness of the preconditioners with respect to the discretization
parameters. Thus, next test covers different values for the mesh size and the time step size,
while the physical parameters are fixed as ν = 0.0 and K = 10−6. Then, in Table 3,
we show the number of preconditioned GMRES iterations needed to solve the full bubble
system up the required tolerance, by using the proposed exact and inexact block precondi-
tioners and for different mesh sizes and time-step sizes. We can observe from the relatively
consistent iteration counts the robustness of the preconditioners with respect to the dis-
cretization parameters. Since the block upper and lower triangular preconditioners contain
more coupling information than the block diagonal preconditioners, as a result we see that
they preform better than the block diagonal preconditioners. Finally, it is also important to
notice that the performance impact of using the inexact block preconditioners is negligible
versus using the exact block preconditioners, which implies that the inexact precondition-
ers could potentially be solved with less strict tolerance, resulting in more computational
efficiency.

Next, we analyze the robustness of the proposed preconditioners with respect to the phys-
ical parameters. In order to do that, the mesh size is fixed to h = 1

128 and the time-step size is
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Table 4 Three-field stabilizedP1−RT−P0 scheme: iteration counts for the block preconditionerswith varying
physical parameters K and ν

ν = 0.0 and varying K K = 10−6 and varying ν

1 10−2 10−4 10−6 10−8 10−10 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.45 0.49 0.499

BD 23 25 35 38 29 19 45 52 39 36 28 20

BL 7 11 15 17 15 9 16 19 11 11 9 10

BU 13 16 17 16 15 7 20 22 16 14 11 16

B̂D 35 33 36 38 29 19 45 52 39 26 23 17

B̂L 14 15 16 18 15 10 17 20 14 12 11 12

B̂U 27 22 17 17 15 8 21 24 17 16 10 16

assumed to be τ = 0.01, whereas the physical values of ν and K are varied. Then, in Table 4
we show the corresponding iteration counts for the block preconditioned GMRES.

On the left part of the table, we present the results obtained when the Poisson’s ratio
is fixed as ν = 0.0 and the permeability varies from 1 to 10−10, and on the right part
of the table the permeability is fixed as K = 10−6 whereas different values for the Pois-
son’s ratio are considered, even approaching the incompressible material case (ν = 0.5).
Again, we observe robustness of the proposed preconditioners, this time with respect to
the physical parameters. In addition, we can see that the use of the inexact precondition-
ers has minimal impact on their performance. Finally, notice that an interesting result is
the better performance when the system is approaching the two considered limit cases,
namely in the limit of impermeability (K → 0) and in the limit of incompressibility
(ν → 0.5).

Remark. Bubble eliminated system
A noteworthy result of [20] is that the degrees of freedom added to the faces to obtain the
stabilized scheme can be eliminated resulting in a stable scheme with the same number
of unknowns as in the initial P1−RT0−P0 discretization. In particular, one can replace
the enrichment bubble block, Abb, in (37) with a spectrally equivalent diagonal matrix,
Dbb := (d + 1)diag(Abb), obtaining the following linear operator,

AD =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Dbb Abl αBT
b 0

AT
bl All αBT

l 0

−αBb −αBl
1
Mb

Mp −τ Bw

0 0 τ BT
w τMw

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (52)

where the stabilization termcan be eliminated in a straightforwardwayby static condensation,
yielding,

AE =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

All − AT
bl D

−1
bb Abl αBT

l − αAT
bl D

−1
bb BT

b 0

−αBl + αBbD
−1
bb Abl

1
Mb

Mp + α2BbD
−1
bb BT

b −τ Bw

0 τ BT
w τMw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (53)

In such a way, an optimal stable discretization with the lowest possible number of degrees
of freedom, equivalent to a discretization with P1−RT0−P0 elements, is obtained.
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Due to the spectral equivalence between Abb and Dbb, the formulation (52) is still well-
posed (see [20]), and remains well-posed independently of the physical and discretization
parameters. Since (37) is indefinite, thewell-posedness of (53) does not simply followdirectly,
but it was proved in [47], where this well-posedness allowed the design of block precondi-
tioners for the “bubble-eliminated system” given in (53).

3.2.2 Non conforming CR−RT−P0

Finally, we consider a stable finite element method for the three-field formulation of Biot’s
model that was proposed in [19] to avoid non-physical oscillations in the pressure field
by using the lowest possible approximation order. This scheme considers a nonconforming
finite element space for the displacements u and conforming finite element spaces for both
the Darcy velocity w and the pressure p. More concretely, as in Sect. 3.2.1,Wh is the lowest
order Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec space [72–74], and Qh is the space of piecewise constant
functions with respect to the triangulation Th , that is, P0. Regarding the displacements, V h

is chosen as the Crouzeix–Raviart finite element space [75], which consists of vector valued
functions which are linear on every element T ∈ Th and satisfy the following continuity
conditions

V h =
{
vh ∈ L2(�)

∣∣∣∣
∫
e
[[vh]]e = 0, for all e ∈ Eo

}
,

where [[vh]]e denotes the jump across an interior face e ∈ Eo for a given function vh .
Then (umh , pmh ,wm

h ) ∈ V h × Qh ×Wh must satisfy the discrete formulation in (34)–(36).
However, if we simply take ah(·, ·) = a(·, ·), as done before, Korn’s inequality may fail for
the standard discretization by Crouzeix–Raviart elements without additional stabilization,
and, therefore, ah(·, ·) is not coercive. It is also possible that Korn’s inequality hold, but
the coercivity constant will approach infinity, blowing up, as the mesh size h approaches
zero. For more details on nonconforming linear elements for elasticity problems and discrete
Korn’s inequality, we refer to [76, 77].

In order to fix such a problem, we can consider the following perturbation of the bilinear
form which does satisfy the Korn’s inequality and was proposed by Hansbo and Larson [78],

ah(v,w) = a(v,w) + aJ(v,w), where aJ(v,w) = 2μγ1
∑
e∈E

h−1
e

∫
e
[[v]]e[[w]]e,

where E denotes the set of faces (interfaces) in the triangulation Th , and constant γ1 > 0
is a fixed real number away from 0 (i.e. γ1 = 1

2 is an acceptable choice). As shown in
Hansbo and Larson [78] the bilinear form ah(·, ·) is positive definite and the corresponding
error is of optimal (first) order in the corresponding energy norm. Moreover, the resulting
method is locking free and therefore we use such ah(·, ·) in our nonconforming scheme (see
more details in [19]. Regarding the bilinear form corresponding to the term (K−1μ f w

m
h , rh)

in (36), the standard choice is just taking the usual L2(�) inner product, leading to a mass
matrix in the Raviart–Thomas–Nédélec element. Here, however, we use mass lumping in
the Raviart–Thomas space, since it actually gives an oscillation-free approximation while
maintains optimal error estimates (see [19]). Notice that such lumped mass approximation
results in a block diagonal matrix and, therefore, it allows to eliminate the Darcy velocity and
reduce the three-field formulation to a two-field formulation involving only displacement and
pressure, reducing the size of the linear system to solve at each time step and consequently
saving computational cost.
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Considering all these modifications with respect to the three-field discrete formulation
introduced in the previous sections, we can define the corresponding composite bilinear
form L(x, y), as done in (40), and prove the well-posedness of the linear system Ax = b,

with x = (u, p,w)T and A =
⎛
⎝ Au αBT

u 0
−αBu 0 −τ Bw

0 τ BT
w τ Iw

⎞
⎠ , with respect to the weighted norm

introduced in (39). Notice that we denote as Iw to the lumped mass matrix for Darcy’s
velocity, and that the first term in the flow equation is neglected by assuming that the fluid
is incompressible, as we did in the two-field formulation section, so that we consider this
challenging case also in the three-field formulation framework.

Theorem 7 If the triple (V h,Wh, Qh) is Stokes–Biot stable, then, it is fulfilled that L(·, ·) is
continuous with respect to |||·|||, and the following inf-sup condition holds,

inf
0 �=x∈X sup

0 �= y∈X
L(x, y)
|||x|||||| y||| ≥ γ, (54)

where the constants involved are independent of mesh size h, time step size τ , and the physical
parameters.

Proof The proof is as the well-posedness proof in [19], but considering the weighted norm
(39). We do not include the proof here since it uses the same techniques than those applied
in the previous proofs included in this work. ��
Norm-equivalent preconditioners
After proving the well-posedness of the system, we can consider again as norm-equivalent
preconditioner the Riesz operator with respect to the inner product associated with the
weighted norm introduced in (39), that is,

BD =
⎛
⎜⎝
Au 0 0

0 α2

ζ 2
Mp 0

0 0 τ Iw + τ 2
ζ 2

α2 Aw

⎞
⎟⎠

−1

. (55)

This results in a parameter-robust block diagonal preconditioner for the solution of the con-
sidered Biot’s three-field formulation.

By considering spectrally-equivalent SPD approximations of the diagonal blocks, we can
construct the following inexact block diagonal preconditioner,

B̂D =
⎛
⎝Su 0 0

0 Sp 0
0 0 Sw

⎞
⎠ , (56)

where Su, Sp and Sw satisfy that

c1,u(Suu, u) ≤ (A−1
u u, u) ≤ c2,u(Suu, u), (57)

c1,p(Sp p, p) ≤
(

ζ 2

α2 M
−1
p p, p

)
≤ c2,p(Sp p, p), (58)

c1,w(Sww,w) ≤
((

τ Iw + τ 2
ζ 2

α2Aw

)−1

w,w

)
≤c2,w(Sww,w), (59)

where the involved constants are independent of the discretization and physical parameters.
As previously commented, again, Su can be defined by multigrid methods, Sp is applied as
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a Jacobi iteration since the original block results to be diagonal, and Sw can be defined by an
auxiliary space method as the HX-preconditioner.

FOV-equivalent preconditioners
Next, we consider block triangular preconditioners, arising from the FOV-equivalent frame-
work introduced in Sect. 2.2. In particular, the following block lower triangular preconditioner
can be defined,

BL =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Au 0 0

−αBu
α2

λ+ 2μ
d

Mp 0

0 τ BT
w τ Iw + τ 2

α2

(
λ + 2μ

d

)
Aw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−1

, (60)

as well as its inexact counterpart given by

B̂L =
⎛
⎝ S−1

u 0 0
−αBu S−1

p 0
0 τ BT

w S−1
w .

⎞
⎠

−1

, (61)

where Su, Sp and Sw satisfy the spectral equivalence relations (57)–(59). These operators BL

and B̂L satisfy that they are FOV-equivalent withA, since we can prove analogous theorems
to Theorems 5 and 6, and therefore they result in parameter-robust preconditioners for the
GMRES method.

Analogously, we can also consider uniform right preconditioners given by the following
block upper triangular operators,

BU =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
Au αBT

u 0

0 α2

λ+ 2μ
d

Mp −τ Bw

0 0 τ Iw + τ 2

α2

(
λ + 2μ

d

)
Aw

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−1

, B̂U =
⎛
⎝S−1

u αBT
u 0

0 S−1
p −τ Bw

0 0 S−1
w

⎞
⎠

−1

.

(62)

Numerical experiment: poroelastic problem on a square domain with a uniform load
We consider a Terzaghi’s type problem which models a column of poroelastic material
� = (0, 1) × (0, 1) which drains on the north (top) edge of the boundary, where also a
uniform unit load is applied, that is,

p = 0, σ · n = (0,−1)t , on �1 = [0, 1] × 1.

The medium is assumed to be rigid and impermeable on the rest of the boundary, namely,
the rest of the boundary conditions are:

∇ p · n = 0, u = 0, on �2 = ∂� \ �1.

For clarity, the computational domain together with the prescribed boundary conditions are
shown in Fig. 3.

Next, we test the performance of the proposed exact, BD , BL and BU , and inexact, B̂D ,
B̂L and B̂U , preconditioners with respect to different values of both the discretization and
physical parameters. In order to do that, we consider the preconditioned flexible GMRES
with a relative residual stopping criteria of 10−6. Regarding the material properties, in this
numerical experiment, we fix the Young’s modulus E = 3×104 N/m2, and we will consider
a diagonal permeability tensor K = K I , with K constant.
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Fig. 3 Computational domain
and boundary conditions
corresponding to the poroelastic
test problem on a square domain
with a uniform load

Table 5 Three-field CR−RT−P0
scheme: Iteration counts for the
block preconditioners for
different values of the
discretization parameters

BD BL BU

τ /h 1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

0.1 42 46 48 52 22 23 24 25 23 24 26 27

0.01 41 43 47 47 22 22 23 25 20 21 23 24

0.001 41 43 43 47 22 22 23 24 18 18 21 22

0.0001 41 43 43 46 22 22 23 24 18 18 19 19

B̂D B̂L B̂U

τ /h 1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

1
8

1
16

1
32

1
64

0.1 42 48 54 57 24 26 26 31 26 30 29 32

0.01 42 44 49 50 24 25 27 28 24 26 26 28

0.001 42 44 49 49 24 25 27 28 25 24 24 26

0.0001 42 46 49 50 24 25 27 28 25 29 30 30

We start by testing the robustness of the proposed preconditioners with respect to the
discretization parameters. With this purpose, we fix the values of the permeability as K =
10−6 and the Poisson’s ratio as ν = 0.2, and vary the spatial discretization parameter h
from 1/8 to 1/64 and the time step size τ from 0.1 to 0.0001. For these values, in Table 5,
we show the number of preconditioned GMRES iterations that are necessary to reduce the
residual under the prescribed tolerance. From the iteration counts shown in the table, we can
observe a robust behavior or the proposed preconditioners with respect to the discretization
parameters. Also, we can derive similar conclusions to those mentioned in the numerical
examples for the other considered numerical schemes, as for example, the good performance
provided by the inexact counterparts of the proposed block preconditioners.

Finally, we want to show the robustness of the proposed preconditioned GMRES method
with respect to the material parameters. With this aim, in Table 6, we provide iteration counts
for the proposed block preconditioners for varying physical parameters. In particular, on the
left part of Table 6, we assume a fixed value of the Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2 and we choose the
permeability K ranging from 1 to 10−10, whereas on the right part of such a table, we fix the
value of the permeability as K = 10−6 and vary the value of ν from 0.1 to 0.499, approaching
the incompressible material case. In both cases, we observe again a robust behavior of the
proposed preconditioners.
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Table 6 Three-field CR−RT−P0 scheme: iteration counts for the block preconditioners with varying physical
parameters K and ν

ν = 0.2 and varying K K = 10−6 and varying ν

1 10−2 10−4 10−6 10−8 10−10 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.45 0.49 0.499

BD 80 61 47 47 47 47 51 47 30 24 17 13

BL 54 41 23 23 23 23 26 23 15 12 9 7

BU 52 41 23 23 23 23 26 23 16 13 9 6

B̂D 98 63 49 49 49 49 53 49 35 29 24 21

B̂L 76 45 27 27 27 27 30 27 19 16 14 13

B̂U 68 44 30 30 30 30 33 30 22 17 18 20

4 Conclusions

In this work, we have presented an overview about the design of parameter-robust precondi-
tioners for poromechanics problems. In particular we have considered different conforming
and non-conforming discretizations proposed by the authors for the two- and three-field
formulations of the Biot’s model andwe have proposed block diagonal and triangular precon-
ditioners with a uniform performance with respect to discretization and physical parameters.
We have explained how the stability and well-posedness of the discrete problem provides a
foundation for designing such robust preconditioners which yield uniform convergence rates
for Krylov subspace methods. We present theoretical results confirming the robustness of the
proposed preconditioners with respect to mesh size, time step, and the physical parameters of
the model, and finally we demonstrate this behavior with numerical experiments in which we
consider well-known benchmark problems that are used in the literature for testing numerical
methods for poroelastic problems.
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